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Abstract

Background.
Websites are getting larger in size each year, the median size increased from 1479.6
kilobytes to 1699.0 kilobytes on the desktop and 1334.3 kilobytes to 1524.1 kilobytes
on the mobile. There are several methods that can be used to decrease the size. In
my experiment I use the methods tree shaking, code splitting, gzip, bundling, and
minification.

Objectives.
I will investigate how using the methods separately affect the loading time and con-
duct a survey targeted at participants that works as JavaScript developers in the field.

Methods.
I have used Vue for creating a website and ran Lighthouse tests against the website.
All this within two Docker containers to make the reproducibility easier. A survey
with focus on JavaScript developers were made to find out if they use these methods
in their work.

Results.
The best result would be to use all of the methods; gzip, minification, tree shaking,
code splitting, and bundling in a combination. If gzip is the only option available
for the developer to use, I can see around 60% decrease in loading time. The sur-
vey showed that most developers did not use or did not know of tree shaking and
code splitting. Some frameworks have these methods built in to work automatically,
therefor the developers does not know that it is being utilized.

Conclusions.
Since tree shaking and code splitting are two relatively new techniques, there is not
much scientific measured values available. From the results, I can give the conclusion
that using all of the mentioned methods will give the best result in loading time. All
of the methods will affect the loading time, and only using gzip will affect it with a
60% decrease.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Websites are getting larger in size each year and according to httparchive, the median
size increased from 1479.6 kilobytes to 1699.0 kilobytes on the desktop and 1334.3
kilobytes to 1524.1 kilobytes on the mobile [1]. The recordings are between 15th Feb
2017 and 15th Feb 2018 [1].

New JavaScript frameworks are emerging yearly to make it easier to develop fast
and good-looking websites with few lines of code. Vue is one of many JavaScript
frameworks that exist [2]. Vue is quite young compared to other frameworks, it was
first introduced in 2014 [3].

Vue is using JavaScript modules to get the desired functionality to their website.
This makes it easy to install modules that are already built by other people via a
package manager, the most used is npm. Its popularity is gained through being
bundled by default with Nodejs server during installation. Nodejs is an open-source
run-time environment that lets the user execute JavaScript on the server instead
of in the browser [4]. In 2018 there was on average 1 010 920 downloads per day,
compared to 2017 there was on average 719 863 downloads per day [5].

As we can see on the npm package site about Vue, there are currently 11 584
dependents [6]. This can lead to an increase in unused modules that gets sent to the
client. This can be mitigated by using tree shaking or code splitting. Tree shaking
works by removing unused modules and code splitting works by splitting up what
JavaScript code is being sent in what order.

On the web server the developer can use gzip [7], which is used for compression
and decompression of files. Gzip works best on text-based content, due to the use of
DEFLATE [8] algorithm. The algorithm works by first assign an index to a string
on the first encounter and afterwards checking for duplicate strings and assigning a
pointer to previously matched string. By using gzip on text-based content we can
see compression rates around 70-90% [9].

A technique commonly used by developers or frameworks is called Minification.
This technique removes spaces, comments, new lines, and changes long variable
names to short ones [10]. Each character is sized at 1 byte and thus decreasing
numbers of characters decreases the file size, meaning that the user is not required
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

to download as much data.
Bundling is a technique that combines all JavaScript files into one large file. This

makes the browser request less from the server, but the download size is much larger.
Loading time is affected mostly by the network speed and the processing power

of the device being used. If a user wants to load a website that has 1 megabyte of
JavaScript, the user needs to first download 1 megabyte of data. Then the users
device is required to parse the data, i.e understanding the code and build a website
to be shown on the device. If the user has a slow network connection and an older
mobile device, this could take a longer time for completion. To download 1 megabyte
at 0.125 megabytes per second speed, will take around 8 seconds. That is just to
get the code into the users mobile device, then the older mobile device is required
to parse the file and build the website, but it will take longer time compared to a
modern mobile device since the older device has a lot less processing power. This
makes loading this 1 megabyte website take more than 8 to 10 seconds of loading
time depending on processing power [11].
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1.1 Code splitting

When loading a website, especially JavaScript-heavy websites, all the JavaScript code
is often packaged together in one large file. The client is then required to read and
parse the file. This is Central Processing Unit (CPU) intensive which makes loading
the website on mobile devices take more time than on a desktop. This is where code
splitting can be used to split the code into smaller chunks making the parsing of the
file easier. There are two main ways to do it, the first is by splitting the code into
separate vendor bundles e.g. everything from Vue in one bundle. The second one
is entry point splitting, here the developer can specify which page (entry point) to
be in its own JavaScript bundle file [12]. Both of these will create additional files
to load, but it will not block the rendering of the page when downloading on slower
connections. The benefit of this is that non-critical code can be loaded at a later
stage, as long the developer serve the skeleton of the page in the first bundle. Vue
uses webpack SplitChunksPlugin, and it is enabled by default to automatically split
the node_modules folder and the developers own code into two separate JavaScript
bundle files [13].

Entry point splitting is quite easy with webpack, the developer just adds the
name of the module to a config file and webpack automatically splits the module to
a separate file. Webpack is often packaged with many frameworks, which means that
webpack is available on many places, Vue is using webpack as well.

By adding this line " another: ’./src/another-module.js’ " to the webpack.config.js
file shown below, we have enabled code splitting on the "another" entry point.

const path = require('path');

module.exports = {
mode: 'development',
entry: {

index: './src/index.js',
another: './src/another-module.js'

},
output: {

filename: '[name].bundle.js',
path: path.resolve(__dirname, 'dist')

}
};

When loading a bundle that is non-critical or a web page with a lot of contents, a
technique called lazy loading can be used. Lazy loading works by loading the data
when the client requests it at a later stage than the initial page load. Examples
of the technique are when scrolling down on a page or clicking a button to display
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the content. A very low-quality picture is used in the meantime on the website to
indicate that it will have a picture, but it is not loaded yet. With this the initial
page load size is decreased which speeds up loading time and saves data transfer
bandwidth [14]. An example of lazy loading can be seen on my website available at
[15].

1.2 Tree shaking

As mentioned in section 1.1, parsing a JavaScript file is CPU intensive. By using
the tree shaking method in development, we can reduce the overall size of JavaScript
files. Tree shaking works by "shaving off" unnecessary functions that are not required
in the code. This is achieved by only importing the required functions in the code,
this gives the code access to only a fraction of a given library, thus making the page
load less JavaScript code [16].

The import and export function necessary for tree shaking was first introduced
in the 6th edition of ECMAScript in the year 2015 [17]. To utilize tree shaking, the
module must be written in a way that enables loading a function through an import.
To enable this, the function must utilize the export method. Otherwise tree shaking
will not function properly, it might just load the whole library instead.

The following examples shows the difference between loading an entire library and
only loading the functions needed.
This will load everything from the "lodash" library [18].

import lodash from 'lodash';

This will only load the function "random" from the "lodash" library.

import random from 'lodash/random';

The following code is from the lodash random function, using the export function
enables the use of tree shaking if desired.

function random(lower, upper, floating) {
...
return lower + Math.floor(Math.random() * (upper - lower + 1))

}

export default random

The examples with importing can be found in the code of my website [15]



Chapter 2
Research Questions

R1. How is the loading time affected by using:

A. Gzip?

B. Minification?

C. Bundling?

D. Tree shaking?

E. Code splitting?

F. All the above?

R2. How is the maintainability affected when introducing tree shaking
and/or code splitting?

Questions for survey:

1. How many years have you been programming in your work life?

2. Which JavaScript framework have you used before?

3. Have you used tree shaking before?

4. Have you used code splitting before?

5. Which of the techniques has increased additional work during development?

I focused on tree shaking and code splitting in the questions for the survey due to a
low amount of papers written about these two methods.

5



Chapter 3
Related Work

The websites I have been using to find papers and books about tree shaking and
code splitting are Google Scholar, BTH Summon, and Scopus.

One paper mentions that tree shaking can be used to remove unused code, but it
does not mention whether it will affect performance [19]. Many of the other papers
and books only mentions tree shaking and/or code splitting that they exists, they
do not have any experiments.

Having a low loading time is beneficial for both users and companies, in 2010
Google established a statistical correlation between website traffic and ad revenue.
Google saw a decrease of 20% in traffic when the loading time at 0.9 seconds with
more results versus the loading time at 0.4 seconds with fewer results [20].

Search terms used were:

"tree shaking" JavaScript
"code splitting" JavaScript
"web optimization" JavaScript performance

Tree shaking gave 2 results, code splitting gave 28 results, and web optimization gave
34 results.

6



Chapter 4
Method

In my experiment, I will test the loading time of a website using different methods
as described in research question R1 "How is the loading time affected by using X"
in chapter 2. Since there are many different web servers available, I will be using the
most popular web server which is Apache HTTP Server [21]. According to W3Techs,
44.6% of 10 million websites are using Apache as their web server according to data
collected on 2019-01-01[22].

To get consistent results when running the tests for the experiment I will use
Docker which helps by having the same condition on each run of the tests. Docker
utilizes a software technology called containers, this stores all system files in a virtual
box [23]. A Dockerfile is used to have the same version of the software and operating
system to be built into an image[24].

This will achieve a high grade of reproducibility making it easy to reproduce the
experiments with a few commands to see similar results compared to my results.
Which is quite rare in the research field according to Carl Boettiger [25].

I have created my own Dockerfile to combat the reproducibility problems that
exists. The versions I have used can be seen below.

Table 4.1: List of versions
Software Version

node 12.1.0
apache2 2.4.39

lighthouse 5.0.0

These versions are pinned in the Dockerfile, this is to ensure that if anyone wants
to reproduce the experiment they will have the same versions as me.

For testing website performance I will be using Lighthouse from Google [26].
Lighthouse is already bundled within the Google Chrome browser, but I will run
Lighthouse inside a container to minimize interference from user provided artifacts
such as extensions and themes [27].

The parameters I used for Lighthouse can be seen below. This differs from what I
used in my code, but those changes were necessary due to usage of docker containers.

7



Chapter 4. Method 8

lighthouse --emulated-form-factor=desktop --preset=perf <url>

This is to simulate a desktop environment and only measure the performance part
of the Lighthouse tool.

By default Lighthouse throttles both the network and the CPU, the default values
are configured as:

Network throttling
562.5 ms delay
1,474.6 Kbps download speed
675 Kbps upload speed

CPU throttling
4x slowdown on CPU

In addition to Lighthouse reports I will use Webpack Bundle Analyzer to visualize
and check how big the JavaScript files will be in size [28]. With the size visualized I
can see how tree shaking will affect the overall size of the bundle. The size is from
when using "vue-cli-service build" and building to "App" build target [29], this is
before applying gzip.

To answer research question R2 "How is the maintainability affected when in-
troducing tree shaking and/or code splitting?" in section 2, I will conduct a survey
where I ask about the participants opinion on how the maintainability is affected
when tree shaking and/or code splitting is being used in projects. I will send out
the survey to people that are working in the field, to get a sense on how much these
methods are used out in the field.



Chapter 5
Results

5.1 Performance measurement

To answer research question R1 "How is the loading time affected by using X" in
section 2, I used a tool called Lighthouse from Google [26]. The parameters I used
for Lighthouse can be seen section 4.

By default Lighthouse throttles both the network and the CPU, the default values
can be seen in section 4.

The measurements below in table 5.1 are measured in seconds, except for perfor-
mance score. Speed index, time to interactive, and performance score are available
in the Lighthouse report in appendix A.

Table 5.1: List of technique performance
Site Speed Index Time to Interactive Performance score
Baseline 6.0 5.9 47
Gzip 2.6 2.5 95
Minification 2.8 2.8 92
Bundling 5.9 5.9 47
Tree shaking 3.0 3.0 90
Code splitting 5.9 5.9 47
All 1.8 1.8 99

The baseline site has no techniques turned on, this gives a good reflection if the
developer does not aim for low loading times. On baseline we get around six (6)
seconds of loading time. When having gzip enabled in the web server, we can see a
decrease of almost four (4) seconds from the loading time.

In the tree shaking website code, I am loading only the random function from
the lodash library as seen by the code example in section 1.2. This removes unused
code from the lodash library [18].

Bundling has the same code output as baseline, all JavaScript is combined into
one file. The performance is similar to baseline.

9



Chapter 5. Results 10

Minification performance is close to gzip, since they both do similar things to the
code.

When all these techniques are combined together, we can see that the loading
time falls under two (2) seconds.

Table 5.2: List of website sizes. All sizes in kilobyte.
Site app.js chunk-vendors.js gzip app.js gzip chunk-vendors.js
Baseline 776.97 163.21
Gzip 776.97 163.21
Minification 170.89 59.79
Bundling 776.97 163.21
Tree shaking 265.85 74.58
Code splitting 48.66 731.41 14.38 149.88
All 35.14 68.52 12.11 24.63

Site: Which site the values are taken from
app.js and chunk-vendors.js: Non gzipped variant of the files
gzip app.js and chunk-vendors.js: gzipped variant of the files

The sizes seen above in table 5.2 are directly from Vue build to production, these
values are fetched from webpack analyzer as mentioned in section 4.

5.2 Survey

I posted my survey on LinkedIn, Facebook, the web programming program IRC
channel, and emailed it to a company that uses JavaScript frameworks. I posted the
survey on 12th of March 2019 and I collected the data shown below on 14th of May
2019. During this period there were a total of 137 people that viewed it, 55 that
started the survey, and only 14 that actually completed the survey. The low result
might depend on that I only wanted people that worked in the field. This meant
that I excluded a lot of my friends that are still in school.

A full report containing the answers and other statistics from the survey is avail-
able in the appendix A.
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5.2.1 How many years have you been programming in your
work life?

Table 5.3: List of years worked
Response ID How many years have you been programming in your work life?
32362721 30
32363001 5
32371286 4
32378502 17
32379084 8
32390943 4
32448508 4
32497095 2
32546588 2
32574358 4
32973908 7
32973950 1
33089334 Three
33171519 4

As we can see above in table 5.3, there is a large span between the least years worked
and most years worked. The median years worked is four (4) years, and the average
is 6.8 years.
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5.2.2 Which JavaScript framework have you used before?

AngularReactMithrilVueKonvajsBabylonjs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 5.1: Bar graph of frameworks used

Here we can see the total of which frameworks the participants have used:

Table 5.4: List of frameworks
Framework name Count
Angular 9
React 5
Mithril 2
Konvajs 1
Vuejs 1
Babylonjs 1

There were several others mentioned in the survey, but they are libraries and not
frameworks.
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5.2.3 Tree shaking and code splitting usage

In my survey I asked the participant if they had used tree shaking and/or code
splitting before. As seen in section 2 research question R2 "How is the maintain-
ability affected when introducing tree shaking and/or code splitting?", I asked these
questions:

• Have you used tree shaking before?

• Have you used code splitting before?

No (9)

64.29%

Yes (5)

35.71%

Figure 5.2: Tree shaking chart

No (8)

57.14%

Yes (6)

42.86%

Figure 5.3: Code splitting chart

As seen in figure 5.2 and 5.3 the participants answered no around 60% of the
time on that they had never had used tree shaking or code splitting before.
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5.2.4 Why have you not used tree shaking before?

Table 5.5: List of comments about tree shaking
Response ID Why have you not used tree shaking before?
32362721 Don’t know the concept.
32363001 Never heard of it
32371286 Never heard of it
32378502 I don’t know
32379084 First time I’ve heard the term so I don’t know
32390943
32448508
32497095 Never heard about it
32546588
32574358
32973908
32973950 Not that I know. Had to look it up.
33089334 It hasn’t been needed in my current assignment.
33171519 It has never been presented to me but now im intressted to

see what it is and how to utilize it!

The common comment here as well is that the participant has not heard of the
tree shaking term before. Except for one, that says it was not needed during the
participants assignment.
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5.2.5 Why have you not used code splitting before?

Table 5.6: List of comments about code splitting
Response ID Why have you not used code splitting before?
32362721 Don’t know the concept.
32363001 Never heard of the concept
32371286 I have only worked in older projects that did not utilize more

modern tools as WebPack
32378502 I don’t know
32379084 First time I’ve heard the term so I don’t know
32390943
32448508
32497095 Never heard about it
32546588
32574358
32973908
32973950 I have not heard of it.
33089334
33171519 Same here, it has never been presented to me. But same here

now i wanna look into this.

The common comment here is that the participant has not heard of the code splitting
term before.
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5.2.6 Which of the techniques has increased additional work
during development?

Table 5.7: List of comments about increased work
Response ID Which of the techniques has increased additional work during

development?
32362721
32363001
32371286
32378502
32379084
32390943 Both, But rather little
32448508 None
32497095
32546588 It increased marginally.
32574358 Void
32973908 Possibly code splitting, as mainly an Angular person it means

I already from the start would have to think of the size on the
project and if code splitting is needed. If not decided from
start, it adds a big refactoring job to set it up correctly.

32973950
33089334 Code splitting
33171519

Most of the participants had no comments on if any of the techniques increased
additional work. Most of them said that additional work increased a little. One
participant mentions that code splitting requires more planning ahead of project
development.



Chapter 6
Analysis and Discussion

6.1 Performance measurement

We can see that the loading time is between two (2) and six (6) seconds. This can
be experienced as slow when navigating the website, since the users can see that the
content has a long loading time. This can be manipulated if a developer uses for
example a loading bar, then a perceived experience is taking over but in reality both
has the same loading time [30] [31]. When using a loading bar the user is feeling that
something is happening and the user is waiting on something to happen. Instead of
having a blank page with nothing happening, which can lead to that the user thinks
that something went wrong. If there is a loading bar the user waits for a longer
period of time instead of leaving after a few seconds, this can be seen in a study
about "Tolerable Waiting Time" [32].

Since these Lighthouse tests have throttling enabled, they will only give us a
rough estimate how the loading time is. The real life loading time will be affected by
the hardware and network speed the user has. By having a modern computer we can
potentially see loading time under 1.8 seconds which was the fastest loading time in
section 5.1.

One thing that Lighthouse complains about is that one of the pictures is not
properly sized, but this is intentional because the second picture is lazy loaded.
Lighthouse sees a placeholder image instead of the actually image, thus making the
initial loading size smaller.

Performance is a vital part of the user experience, if the website is not properly
optimized the user might leave even before the site has been completely loaded. This
means the user might not buy something from the shop or watch a video that gives
the owner revenue [33].

6.1.1 Methods

In table 5.1, we can see that the effect of only having gzip enabled in the web server
greatly reduces the loading time. This is a good way to decrease the loading time
of the website. It is easy to achieve as well, since activating gzip can be done by

17
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configuring the web server.
The Lighthouse tests ran in reduced performance and with network throttling.

This is a good way to simulate an older phone with slower network speed. This
means that if we remove the throttling and run the test again, the loading time will
be lower than 1.8 seconds.

When using minification, the characters are reduced in the code that is built
to production using "vue-cli-service build" [29]. We can see that the baseline has
776.96 KB in size and when we use minification to reduce the overall size, the code
shrinks to 170.89 KB. Using minification is an easy way to minimize the amount
of characters in the generated files from the code, less characters means less bytes
thus decreasing the overall file size. Minification is applied automatically in the Vue
framework, meaning that the developer does not have to install additional tools to
get minification enabled.

Bundling can be a beneficial tool, that is if the developer bundles the correct
code inside of it. It might be a good idea to bundle all the code that is required for
styling and design, this bundle could be sent as the first package when a user visits
the website. This is for building the foundation of the website and in a later stage
a bundle of the non-essential code can be sent, this is where code splitting can be
utilized. Bundling and code splitting are very similar, code splitting creates bundles
to be used.

Using bundling can be dangerous as well, if the developer bundles too much into
one bundle it can affect the performance when loading the website. Due to that
the CPU needs to parse the code, which can take time depending on the processing
power of your device. This will increase the initial download size of the website files.

Bundling could impact the caching, because if the developer changes something
in the code the whole bundle needs to be replaced. Which means that if the vendor
bundle has no changes it will be rebuilt with the app bundle. This means that the
user needs to download a new version of the bundle. Caching works by reducing
unnecessary requests to websites. The browser first checks if a copy of the website is
stored locally (caching) on the users device. If not, the browser requests the website
again thus making the user download data again, using cache reduces additional
network transfers thus making the loading time lower [34].

In the result 5.5 we can see a huge benefit of tree shaking, on the baseline test
we can see that the whole lodash library takes around 527.34 KB. If we utilize tree
shaking on the import function and only load the random function from lodash, the
size shrinks to 16.33 KB. Both these values are without being gzipped, all values are
available in section 5.2.

My hypothesis is that tree shaking is used quite frequently when developing. Tree
shaking is used when a developer want to load a subset of functions from a library.
For years I have utilized tree shaking in development in school projects without
knowing it was called tree shaking.
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We now know that code splitting splits up the code into two bundles, the first
bundle is for the "app" which is the code the developer have written, and the second
bundle has all the vendor code from node_modules. This benefits caching due to
that the vendor bundle might not change as often compared to the app bundle.

When combining the techniques together we can see that the loading time is under
two (2) seconds, this is a good loading time since the benchmark is being throttled.
If the throttling is turned off, the loading time would be very quick. The total size of
the whole website is 103.66KB excluding any images and gzip. Lighthouse complains
about the image that is not lazy loaded, the image takes a total 773 KB in size. In
a real production environment the developers should always try to minimize the size
of any images that are being used on the website, this is to reduce the amount of
data required when loading the website.

6.2 Survey

As shown in table 5.3 in section 5.2.4, the participants in my survey has a broad
range of years worked in their past. This gives a broad variety of different expertise
in the web development area.

In table 5.4 we can see a total of six (6) different frameworks that the participants
have used before or have knowledge about, they are Angular, React, Mithril, Konvajs,
Vuejs, and Babylonjs. Angular is in first place with 9 votes, this is not surprising
since Angular was very popular a few years ago, and it is developed by Google
[35]. We can see React placing second place with 5 votes, React has skyrocketed
in usage in the last few years and React is developed by Facebook [36]. Vue is the
framework I have been using in my Lighthouse tests, Vue only got one vote, but Vue
is relativity new in the field and have might not have found its way to companies
yet. The lesser known frameworks Konvajs and Babylonjs are very specific in their
usage area. Babylonjs is a 3D framework [37] and Konvajs is a 2D framework [38].
Mithril is similar to Vue, React, and Angular, but is smaller in size [39].

The overall consensus is that many developers do not know what either tree
shaking or code splitting is. hypothesis is due to that Vue, one of many JavaScript
frameworks, does this automatically due to the use of SplitChunksPlugin as seen in
section 1.1. This can result in that the developer does not know what happens in
the background, this is shown correctly in my result in figures 5.2 and 5.3 in section
5.2.3.

In table 5.5 we can see that the majority of the participants answered that they
had not heard of tree shaking before. The high rate of answers in the no category,
might not necessarily mean that they have not used tree shaking before. The de-
velopers might have only imported what they needed from an external library, an
example can be seen in section 1.2, they may have used tree shaking without being
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conscious of it.
On the survey, I had a total of 137 views during the period 12th of March 2019

and 14th of May 2019, and 55 started the survey. But only 14 completed the survey
in whole. A total of 41 dropped out, this might have been an issue with that I did
not publish the questions in the introduction. This might have lead to that many of
the participants to open the survey to see the questions and then closed the survey.
The low response might impact the accuracy of the results, since more results gives
a better representation on how these methods are used. One other aspect is that
the participants might have felt that they did not have enough knowledge about
the subject, that they did not know anything or know very little about tree shaking
and/or code splitting.

Imposter syndrome is something that might matter when the participants an-
swered the survey, this is where the individual participant doubts his or hers ac-
complishments and has a fear of being exposed as a "fraud" [40]. This can lead
to that the participant is unsure about how to answer the survey, thus making the
participant abandon the survey.



Chapter 7
Validity threats

Low survey responses makes it harder to draw any major conclusions. The low survey
responses was something that could have been better, sending it to more people or
having different questions could affect the end results. The survey gives a small
glimpse that developers do not know the terms tree shaking and/or code splitting.

The results I used to answer the research questions were based on one single run
of the Lighthouse benchmark. This can lead to irregular result values, to get more
level result value one can run the benchmark suite for example 100 times to get an
average on the values.

Reproducibility with Docker makes it easy for others to test and get similar results
as I did in my thesis. But this does require that the tester has enough knowledge to
install and use Docker. Anther problem I encountered was that my test only work on
the Docker Desktop variant on both Mac OS and Windows, the Docker Community
Edition (Docker-ce) on Debian GNU/Linux did not work properly.

21
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Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusion

Using each method separately is a good start to improve loading time, but to achieve
the best loading times all the methods should be utilized. If the developer do not
want additional tools in development, the developer can choose the easy way and gain
around 60% decrease in loading time by enabling gzip in the web server. Apache2
that I am using in my experiment requires additional configuration before gzip is
enabled, but other web servers might have gzip enabled by default.

To achieve lower loading time it is necessary to utilize all the methods described
in research question R1 "How is the loading time affected by using X" in section
2. By utilizing all the methods we can see around 70% decrease in loading time
compared to the baseline test in the experiment. The total size of the website when
combining all methods is only 103.66 KB and when applying gzip it shrinks to 36.75
KB.

By sending out a survey to participants that are working in the field with web
development I got answers to my research question R2 "How is the maintainability
affected when introducing tree shaking and/or code splitting?" in section 2. We
can see that around 60% of the participants do not know what tree shaking and/or
code splitting is. These functions might be automatically executed when working
in frameworks, therefore the developers are not aware that they are utilizing the
methods. To utilize tree shaking it is necessary for the library to be built in such a
way that it utilizes import and export making it compatible with tree shaking as seen
in section 1.2. To enable the usage of tree shaking, simply import the function needed
in the code, if the library supports it. Code splitting is enabled in many frameworks
that uses webpack, which in turn automatically splits using the SplitChunksPlugin.
In addition to this, the developer can use entry point splitting as well, this manual
configuration tells webpack to split for example different pages into bundles as seen
in section 1.1.

When looking for related works, I found very few academic papers regarding tree
shaking or code splitting. For tree shaking I only found one paper, that only mentions
the words tree shaking. Since tree shaking and code splitting are two relatively new

22
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methods, there is not much scientific measured values available. My experiment
showed how both tree shaking and code splitting works, and how they work together
with other popular techniques.
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8.2 Future Work

There are many things a developer can do to increase performance. HTTP/2 is one
of the things that can be configured in the web server [41]. This results in that the
developer does not have to do anything in the code.

HTTP/2 has header data compression called HPACK [42] which works similar
to gzip as mentioned in section 1 introduction. In addition to header compression,
HTTP/2 allows multiple requests to be sent over a single connection.

In what order do the techniques give the best performance, this could be an
interesting topic to research. Does it matter or is the performance negligible?
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Appendix A
Supplemental Information

Page containing Lighthouse, Webpack analyze, and survey report can be found here:
https://schanihbg.github.io/exjobb-reports/
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